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It is shown how known algorithms for the comparison of all variables subsets in
regression analysis can be adapted to subset comparisons in multivariate analysis,
according to any index based on Wilks, LawleyHotelling, or BartlletPillai
statistics and, in some special cases, according to any function of the sample
squared canonical correlations. The issues regarding the choice of an appropriate
comparison criterion are discussed. The computational effort of the proposed algo-
rithms is studied, and it is argued that, for a moderate number of variables, they
should be preferred to stepwise selection methods. A software implementation of the
methods discussed is freely available and can be downloaded from the Internet.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In applied statistical studies, it is common to collect data on a large pool
of candidate variables from which a small subset will be selected for further
analysis. The practice of variable selection often combines the use of
substantive knowledge with subjective judgment and data-based selection
procedures such as stepwise. However, stepwise selection methods have two
fundamental shortcomings:
(a) Most theoretical results from classical statistics require the
assumption that the set of variables to be analyzed was chosen independent
of the data. Therefore, when the variables are selected based on the data,
the results from classical distribution theory almost never hold.
(b) Stepwise selection methods look at one variable at a time and
tend to ignore the impact of combining particular sets of variables together.
Thus, as each variable’s ‘‘importance’’ is often influenced by the set
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variables currently under analysis, stepwise methods may fail to identify the
most adequate variable subsets.
The problems created by (a) and (b) are now widely recognized and
have been discussed by several authors. Miller [24, 25] and Derksen and
Keselman [5] give good reviews of the relevant literature in the context of
regression analysis. In the context of discriminant analysis (DA) the
problems created by (a) are discussed, among others, by Murray [27],
McKay and Campbel [21], Snapinn and Knoke [31], Turlot [32],
Rutter, Flack and Lachenbruch [29], and Le Roux et al. [16]. In the same
context, the problems created by (b) are discussed by Hand [10], McKay
and Campbel [20, 21], and Huberty and Wisenbaker [13].
The problem referred to in (b) can be overcome by procedures that com-
pare all possible variable subsets according to appropriate criteria.
However, this approach usually requires the evaluation of a large number
of alternative subsets and may not be feasible. For regression models,
several efficient algorithms were developed in order to surpass this
problem. For instance, for the linear regression model with p candidate
variables, Beale et al. [1] and Hocking and Leslie [11] proposed branch
and bound algorithms that identify ‘‘the best’’ (in the sense of R2) variable
subsets, evaluating only a small fraction of the 2p&1 different subsets.
Furnival [8] has shown how the residual sum of squares for all possible
regressions can be computed with an effort of about six floating point
operations per regression. Furnival and Wilson [9] combined Furnival’s
algorithm with a branch and bound procedure, leading to the widely used
‘‘leaps and bounds’’ algorithm for variable selection. Lawless and Singhal
[15] adapted the Furnival and Wilson algorithm to nonlinear regression
and Kuk [14] applied the former adaptation to proportional hazard
models in survival analysis.
This article will show how Furnival and Wilson’s leaps and bounds can
be adapted to compare, according to several relevant criteria, variable sub-
sets in linear multivariate analysis. These adaptations can be employed in
all-subset selection algorithms for DA, canonical correlation analysis
(CCA), or for the description of any ‘‘effect’’ in MANOVA or MANCOVA
models. To the best of our knowledge, algorithms to surpass the difficulties
created by (b) have not received the same amount of attention in multi-
variate models as in regression. Exceptions include: McCabe [18], who
adapted Furnival’s algorithm to the comparison (according to Wilk’s 4) of
variable subsets in DA and McHenry [19], who proposed a compromise
between stepwise and all-subsets procedures in multivariate linear models.
Seber [30, pp. 507510] discusses extensions of McCabe’s approach to
variable comparisons concerning linear hypothesis in multivariate models
and briefly mentions that branch and bound algorithms can also be
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employed. Celeux [2] and Le Roux et al. [16] proposed the direct applica-
tion of the original leaps bounds algorithm in order to identify the best
subsets of each size in two-group DA. For the same problem Duarte Silva
[6] suggested leaps and bounds adaptations that use parametric estimates
of the error rate as comparison criteria.
No attempt will be made here to deal with the difficulties referred to in
(a). Although any data-based variable selection procedure usually leads to
violations of the assumptions underlying classical inference methods, that
should be no reason for ignoring the data in the variable selection process.
Anyway, for the purpose of statistical inference it is not recommended that
the effects of variable selection should be ignored. When inference is
required and the variables are not chosen a prior, specialized procedures
should be employed. A possibility in that regard is to use cross-validation
techniques that explicitly take into account the selection process (i.e.,
Snapinn and Knoke [31], Rutter et al. [29], Le Roux et al. [16]).
The structure of this article is as follows. In the next section the Furnival
and Furnival and Wilson algorithms will be reviewed. Throughout
the exposition, an effort will be made to describe these authors’ contri-
butions within a more general framework than presented in the original
articles. Section 3 will discuss several alternative criteria for subset
comparisons in multivariate analysis. The adaptations of leaps and bonds
algorithms will be presented in Section 4 and Section 5 will give the
conclusions.
All the procedures discussed in this article were programmed in the C++
language. A public-domain software implementation for personal com-
puters can be downloaded from the Internet at the following address:
http:porto.ucp.ptpsilva.
2. OUTLINE OF LEAPS AND BOUNDS ALGORITHMS
Most modern algorithms for all-subsets comparisons in statistical models
are based on adaptations of Furnival’s [8] and Furnival and Wilson’s [9]
algorithms for variable selection in linear regression. Within a general
framework, these algorithms may be outlined as follows. Assume that there
are p candidate variables, X1 , X2 , ..., Xp , to enter a given statistical model.
Denote the different subsets of [X1 , X2 , ..., Xp] by S1 , S2 , ..., S2P&1 , where
S1=X represents the full set comprising all p candidates. We are interested
in the comparison of S1 , S2 , ..., S2P&1 , according to appropriate criteria of
model quality. Suppose that it is possible to define one such criterion,
C(Sa), that can be expressed as a function of a quadratic form, Q(Sa), with
general expression Q(Sa)=v$Sa M
&1
SaSa vSa .
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The following notation is adopted through this text. Matrices are
denoted by bold upper case letters and vectors by bold lower case letters.
Individual elements of vectors and matrices are denoted by lower case sub-
scripts. The portions of vectors and matrices associated with the variables
included in a given subset, Sa , are denoted by the subscripts Sa (vectors)
and SaSa (matrices). The complement of Sa is denoted by S a and the
matrices comprised by the rows (columns) associate with variables
included in Sa and columns (rows) associated with variables excluded from
Sa are denoted by the subscripts SaS a (S a Sa). The i th row ( j th column)
of a matrix associated with the variables included in Sa is denoted by the
subscripts i, Sa (Sa , j).
Assume that there are a column vector vS1 and a symmetric matrix MS1S1
satisfying the following conditions:
(2A) The (i, j) element of MS1S1 , Mij , is a function of the values of
Xi and Xj . Mij is not influenced by any variable other than Xi and Xj .
(2B) The i th element of vS1 , vi , is a function of the values of Xi .
vi is not influenced by any variable other than Xi .
Then, Furnival’s algorithm is essentially a method for evaluating all
forms Q(Sa) with minimal effort. In the linear regression model y=X;+u,
a natural criterion is the residual sum of squares, RSSSa=y$y&
y$XSa(X$Sa XSa)
&1 X$Sa y, which can be evaluated by choosing MS1S1 and vS1
respectively as the matrix of sums of squares and cross products (SSCP)
among the regressors and vector of sums of cross products between the
regressors and the dependent variable, i.e., M (1)S1, S1 =X$X and v
(1)
S1 =X$y. In
that case C (1)(Sa)=RSSSa=y$y&Q
(1)(Sa). In most implementations of the
algorithm, for reasons of numerical stability, these sums are replaced
by correlations, defining MS1S1 and vS1 instead as M
(2)
S1 S1 =RXX , v
(2)
S1 =rXy .
This choice leads to the equivalent criterion C (2)(Sa)=Q(2)(Sa)=
r$XSa yR
&1
XSaXSa
rXSay=R
2
Sa .
The fundamental mechanics of the algorithm are as follows. Initially
create the source matrix MV(<), associated with the empty subset, where
MS1S1 and vS1 should satisfy (2A) and (2B).
MV(<)=_MS1S1v$S1
vS1
0 & (2.1)
Next, start bringing variables into the model by performing specialized
GaussJordan elimination operations known as symmetric sweeps (Beale et
al. [1]). After sweeping all the elements of Sa , MV(<) is converted into
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matrix MV(Sa), where, without lack of generality, it is assumed that the
rows and columns associated with Sa are placed before those associated
with S a .
&M&1SaSa &M
&1
SaSaMSaS a &M
&1
SaSavSa
MV(Sa)=_&MS aSa M&1SaSa MS aS a&MS aSaM&1SaSaMSaS a vS a&MS aSaM&1SaSavSa&
(2.2)
&v$SaM
&1
SaSa v$S a&v$SaM
&1
SaSaMSaS a &v$SaM
&1
SaSavSa
As Q(Sa)=&1*MV(Sa)p+1, p+1 , the comparison criterion C(Sa) can be
updated after each sweep. A symmetric sweep on variable Xk # S a uses
(2.3)(2.5) to convert MV(Sa) into MV(Sb) with Sb=Sa _ [Xk].
MV(Sb)kk =&1MV(Sa)kk (2.3)
MV(Sb)kj=MV(Sb) jk
=MV(Sb)kk MV(Sa)kj ( j{k) (2.4)
MV(Sb) ij =MV(Sb) ji
=MV(Sa) ij+MV(Sb)kj MV(Sa) ik (i{k, j{k)
(2.5)
Furnival minimizes computational effort by taking advantage of the
following facts. As the symmetry of the matrices MV( } ) is always pre-
served, only elements on or above their diagonals need to be stored and
updated. Furthermore, MV(Sb)p+1, p+1=MV(Sa)p+1, p+1&MV(Sa)2k, p+1 
MV(Sa)kk and each update of Q(Sa) requires only two floating point
operations (multiplications and divisions). When MV(Sb) is not used to
evaluate other subsets, all its remaining elements can be ignored. When
MV(Sb) is used to evaluate other subsets involving at most t additional
variables, then the elements associated with these variables also need to be
updated. In that case, a sweep requires (t+1)(t+4)2 floating point opera-
tions. By ordering the evaluation of subsets in an appropriate manner, it is
possible to evaluate all forms Q(Sa) is such a way that: (i) The value of
each Q(Sb) can be derived from a submatrix of MV(Sa), where Sa has
exactly one less variable than Sb . (ii) Only p (portions of) matrices MV( } )
need to be kept simultaneously in memory. (iii) The number of different
submatrices that are used in the evaluation of subsets with (at most) t
additional variables (t=0, 1, ..., p&1) equals 2 p&t&1.
A remarkable consequence of (iii) is that a full ( p+1)* ( p+1) matrix
sweep never needs to be performed, a p*p sweep needs to be performed
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only once, a ( p&1)* ( p&1) sweep twice, and (following the same pattern)
approximately half (more precisely 2 p&1) of the MV( } ) matrices are not
used in the evaluation of additional subsets. Furnival and Wilson [9] show
that the total number of floating point operations used in the Furnival
algorithm equals 6(2 p)& p( p+7)2&6 and that it is not possible to com-
pute all Q(Sa) with fewer operations.
McCabe [18] has shown that Furnival’s algorithm can be adapted to
evaluate criteria based on determinants. In particular, if MS1S1 is a matrix
satisfying condition (2A), then all determinants |MSaSa | can be computed
using the following algorithm. Create the initial p*p matrix MD(<)=
MS1S1 . Initialize the auxiliary variable D(<)=1. Proceed as in the original
algorithm, and each time MD(Sa) is updated to MD(Sb) by sweeping on
Xk , also compute D(Sb)=D(Sa) MD(Sa)kk .
As |MSbSb |= |MSaSa | (Mkk&Mk, Sa M
&1
Sa Sa MSa, k), it follows that this
procedure will ensure that D(Sa)=|MSaSa | for all nonempty subsets Sa .
The adaptation described above was used by McCabe to compare variable
subsets in discriminant analysis and, as discussed in the following sections,
has wide applicability in several multivariate analysis.
Although when it is desired to evaluate all alternative subsets, it is not
possible to improve upon the efficiency of Furnival’s algorithm; in practice
often only the identification of ‘‘good’’ subsets for further inspection is
required. In order to select the best variable subsets according to a given
criterion, it is possible to employ search procedures that are able to
recognize that many subsets will never be selected before evaluating them.
That is the philosophy behind branch and bound algorithms for variable
selection. Maybe the best known of these algorithms is the leaps and
bounds algorithm of Furnival and Wilson for linear regression. Furnival
and Wilson’s algorithm is based on the following properties: (i) The
residual sum of squares of a given model can never decrease with the
removal of variables, i.e., Sa /Sb O RSSSaRSSSb . (ii) Symmetric sweep-
ing is reversible. In effect, if the elements of the MV( } ) are multiplied by
minus one, then when removing variables the resulting matrices can also be
updated by the operator defined by (2.3)(2.5). Therefore, symmetric
sweeping can be understood as an operator to reevaluate criteria when
adding variables to a model, as well as when removing variables. Initially
creating the matrices MV(<) and MV(S1) associated respectively with the
empty and full subsets, Furnival and Wilson built a search tree that on the
left side moves from MV(<) adding variables to previous subsets and on
the right side moves from MV(S1) removing variables. Finding on the left
side of the search tree ‘‘good’’ subsets early on, it is often possible to prune
large branches of the search tree that given (i) can never include subsets
‘‘deserving’’ to be selected. In their original article, Furnival and Wilson
describe some ‘‘smart’’ strategies to conduct the search that attempt to
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maximize pruning, while ensuring that in the worst case (no pruning) the
number of floating point operations approaches six per subset.
The basic ideas behind Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm are not
restricted to linear regression models. In fact, they can be applied in any model
where it is possible to define criteria that never improve with the removal
of variables and operators to reevaluate these criteria upon the addition or
removal of single variables. The computational efficiency of such proce-
dures is bound to be dependent on the effort required by these operators.
For criteria derived from quadratic forms based on matrices and vectors
satisfying (2A) and (2B), Furnival’s strategy can be used and the reevalua-
tion of the appropriate criteria is computationally cheap. The same applies
to criteria derived from determinants based on matrices satisfying (2A),
because the operator used in McCabe’s adaptation of Furnival’s algorithm
is also reversible, i.e., if D(Sb)=|MSbSb |, then D(Sa)=D(Sb) MD(Sb)kk=
|MSaSa | (with Sb=Sa _ [Xk]). This property can be easily derived from
standard results on the determinants and inverses of partitioned matrices.
Criteria not based on quadratic forms or determinants usually lead to com-
putational difficulties that rend all-subset comparison procedures unfeasible
for a moderate number of candidate variables.
3. COMPARISON CRITERIA FOR MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
3.1. Traditional Approaches
Consider the multivariate linear model (3.1) and assume that we are
interested in the comparisons of the subsets, Sa , of [X1 , X2 , ..., Xp] accord-
ing to their contribution to the violation of a linear hypothesis with general
expression given by (3.2).
X=A9+U (3.1)
H0 : C9=0 (3.2)
In this formulation it is assumed that X, A, C, and 0 have dimensions
(n*p), (n*t), (r*t), and (r*p), C has rank r, 9 is a (t*p) matrix of unknown
parameters, and U is a (n*p) matrix of n residual vectors with zero mean
and covariance matrix 7.
Several multivariate methodologies may be considered within this
framework. For instances, in a discriminant analysis problem, X would be
a matrix of n observations on p attributes, A a matrix of group indicators,
and 9 a matrix of population means. In that case, the hypothesis H0 would
state the equality of population means across groups, and any index of the
extent of H0 violations can be interpreted as a measure of group separation.
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In classical CCA, X and A would be matrices of observations in two dif-
ferent sets of variables, and the association between these sets can be
measured by indices of the extent of the violation of the hypothesis
H0 : 9=0 (i.e., in this case, C would be the t*t identity).
Let H, E, and T=H+E denote the hypothesis, error, and total SSCP
matrices (see, e.g., Morrison [26]) concerning H0 and the usual test
statistics for H0 , by *1 (Roy first root), 4=|E||T| (Wilks lambda),
U=tr(HT&1) (BartlletPillai trace), and V=tr(HE&1) LawleyHotelling
trace). The usual procedures of variable selection, in reference to the viola-
tion of H0 , are based on attempts to minimize the value of the Wilks
statistic. In particular, consider Rao’s hypothesis of ‘‘no additional informa-
tion’’ (3.3) and the factorization of 4 given by (3.4)(3.6)
H0(S a | Sa) : C(9S a&9Sa7
&1
SaSa 7Sa S a)=0 (3.3)
4=4Sa4S a | Sa (3.4)
4Sa=
|ESaSa |
|TSaSa |
(3.5)
4S a | Sa=
|ES aS a&ES aSa E
&1
SaSa ESaS a |
|TS aS a&TS a Sa T
&1
SaSa TSaS a |
(3.6)
When the classical assumption of multivariate normality for the rows of
U and H0(S a | Sa) hold, 4S a | Sa follows the same distribution as an 4 statistic
with parameters p&q, r, and n& p&q (q being the number of variables
included in Sa ; see, e.g., Rencher and Alving [28, pp. 254256] and Seber
[30, pp. 471472]).
Typical forward stepwise procedures start from the empty set and keep
adding variables, one at the time, until a test for additional information
suggests that the next candidate to enter (the variable Xk # S a such that
4Xk | Sa is minimized) does not contribute to the violation of H0 . Backward
procedures start from the whole set of potential variables and keep on
removing variables until the next candidate to leave (the variable Xk # Sa
such that 4Xk | Sa"[Xk] is maximized) provides additional information. There
are also mixed procedures that combine these two strategies. However,
statistical inferences based on the usual distributions are not valid, because
more than one test is needed and the tests were not specified prior to the
data collection. Therefore, the usual stepwise strategies can be seen as non-
optimal attempts to minimize the 4Sa criterion using heuristic stopping
rules.
Another important criterion for variable selection is the Akaike informa-
tion criterion, AIC=&2 ln f (% )+2&(%), where % is a vector of parameters
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with &(%) degrees of freedom, % is %’s maximum likelihood estimate, and
f ( } ) is the respective likelihood function (Fujikoshi [7]). Under H0(S a | Sa) ,
model (3.1) can be described by a total of tp+ p( p+1)2&r( p&q) free
parameters: the tp+ p( p+1)2 different elements of 9, and 7 minus
the r( p&q) restrictions defined by (3.3). From the known relations,
f (% )= fSa(% ) fS a | Sa(% ), 4=( fH0(% )f (% ))
n2, and 4=4Sa 4S a | Sa it follows
that the corresponding AIC(AICH0(S a | Sa)) is given by (3.7) and its mini-
mization for each subset size is equivalent to the minimization of 4Sa .
AICH0(S a | Sa)=&2 ln f (% )&n(ln 4&ln 4Sa)
+(2t+ p+1&2r) p+2rq (3.7)
Comparisons among subsets of different sizes are made by confronting
the decrease in ln 4Sa due to the addition of q variables, with a penalty
of 2rqn.
In the context of DA problems, McCabe [18] proposed an all-subsets
search for the ‘‘best’’ (in the sense of 4Sa) sets, based on his adaptation of
Furnival’s algorithm. As 4Sa never decreases with the removal of variables,
Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm can be used instead of Furnival’s, leading
to considerable gains in terms of computational efficiency. Furthermore, as
Seber [30, pp. 507510] remarks, McCabe’s approach is not restricted to
DA problems, but can be readily applied to any problem formulated in
terms of the framework given by model (3.1) and hypothesis (3.2).
3.2. Multvariate Indices: A Geometric Perspective
Based on the canonical analysis of H0 several indices of effect magnitude
may be defined. Although these indices are related to usual test statistics,
in this section we will interpret them from a geometric point of view, mak-
ing no assumptions about model (3.1) other than setting the expected value
of the U rows to 0.
Denote the vectorial space defined by all the linear combinations of the
A columns (Ab) by 0, the subspace of 0 defined by the linear combina-
tions satisfying the constraint Cb=0 by |, and the orthogonal complement
of | on 0 by | p. It is known that any deviations from the hypothesis (3.2)
can be described by a canonical analysis between X and the orthogonal
projection of X onto | p (see, e.g., Masson [17]). Any increasing function
of the corresponding (sample) squared canonical correlations ( \^2i ) can be
interpreted as an index of the magnitude of an ‘‘effect’’ characterized by the
violation of H0 . Geometrically, each \^2i equals the squared cosine of the
angle between the directions defined by each pair of canonical variables
and measures the proximity, along these directions, between the spaces
spanned by X and X’s projection onto | p.
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The usual test statistics concerning H0 are associated with the following
indices: \^21=*1 (1+*1), {
2=1&41r, !2=Ur, and ‘2=V(V+r)
(Huberty [12]). It is well known that \^2i equals the i th eigenvalue of HT
&1
and the \^21 , {
2, !2, and ‘2 indices being functions of the eigenvalues of
HT&1 are also functions of the successive angles between pairs of canonical
variables. In particular, \^21 equals the squared cosine of the angle formed
by the first pair of canonical variables, {2 equals one minus the geometric
mean of all the squared sines, !2 equals the arithmetic mean of the squared
cosines, and ‘2 equals one minus the harmonic mean of the squared sines
(Cramer and Nicewander [4]). If all deviations from H0 can be described
along one single dimension (i.e., if r=1), then \^21={
2=!2=‘2. However,
in general these indices differ because they weight differently the successive
angles between canonical variables.
The use of 4Sa (or the associated index {
2) as a criterion for variable
selection is equivalent to the minimization of a distance between subspaces
of Rn when this distance is measured by a geometric mean of squared sines.
It is not obvious why such a criterion should always be preferred. We will
argue that the choice of criteria for variable selection is both subjective and
problem dependent and that different data configurations andor different
objectives of the analysis may require different selection criteria. In par-
ticular, when the deviations from H0 can be explained by a one dimen-
sional construct the most appropriate selection criterion is \^21 since all the
remaining canonical correlations contribute nothing but noise to the effect
under study. On the other hand, when the description of the effect requires
more than one dimension \^21 will be a poor criterion for the very same
reason that it ignores all the correlations except for the first one. In general,
some of the r sample canonical correlations may be the result of random
variation while others may be statistically significant but of little practical
interest for the analyst and only the first s (sr) correlations will
correspond to dimensions that are both statistically significant and of prac-
tical relevance. An ideal criterion should consider, and weight adequately,
all the important dimensions describing the effect and ignore the last r&s
canonical correlations. However, even when s is known in advance (and
often the choice of s is not a clear-cut decision) it may not be possible to
use such an ideal criterion, particularly if it is desired to employ an all-sub-
sets search procedure. Under this light, the usual choice of {2 as a selection
criterion may be viewed as a reasonable compromise that on the one hand
considers all sample canonical correlations but on the other gives greater
emphasis to the first ones. However, depending on the balance between
relevant and irrelevant canonical directions, it may be more appropriate to
use criteria that give either greater or lower emphasis to the first canonical
correlations. For instance, when most directions are relevant, it may be
preferable to use a criterion that balances their correlations in a more even
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way. When there are very few relevant directions, and the last canonical
correlations introduce a considerable amount of noise, it may be preferable
to use criteria that puts even greater emphasis on the first correlations.
Thus, the !2 index, being the arithmetic mean of the squared correlations,
may be used as a selection criterion for problems of the first type. The ‘2
index may be used for problems of the second type since an harmonic
mean puts more emphasis on values close to zero than a geometric mean.
In Section 4 it will be shown how the Furnival and Wilson algorithm can
be adapted to subset comparisons based on any monotone function of the
U and V statistics (such as the !2 and ‘2 indices). Furthermore, if r3 it
is possible to use the relations between the {2, !2, ‘2, and \^2i ’s in order to
adapt Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm to all-subset comparisons based on
any index that can be expressed as a nondecreasing function of the \^2i ’s.
3.3. Comparison Criteria for Prediction Problems
So far we have considered comparison criteria that can be expressed as
functions of the \^2i ’s. Such criteria are particularly relevant when the
primary purpose of the analysis is to interpret and describe multivariate
effects. When the primary purpose of the analysis is prediction other
criteria may be more appropriate. In particular, in multivariate regression
problems a criterion more directly related to prediction would be a multi-
variate generalization of Mallow’s Cp (see Rencher [28, pp. 386390]). In
the formulation presented in (3.1), selecting predictors for multivariate
regression amounts to selecting columns of A in order to predict X, a
problem that will not be studied here.
In DA problems where the objective of the analysis is allocation (rather
than description) several authors (e.g. McKay and Campbel [21], Huberty
[12]) argue that variable subsets should be compared according to
appropriate estimates of prediction power. For two-group problems this
approach does not necessarily lead to major differences from the proce-
dures described above. Under the usual assumptions of multivariate nor-
mality and equality of variancecovariance matrices across groups, there
are several parametric estimators of error rates that are relatively simple
functions of the sample Mahalanobis distance between group centroids, D2
(see McLachlan [23, pp. 366370]). D2 is a monotone increasing function
of the unique squared canonical correlation. However, in DA problems
with more than two groups there no longer exists a simple relation between
canonical correlations and estimates of prediction ability. Furthermore, the
usual indices of multivariate effects tend to be strongly influenced by the
groups that are further apart, while prediction ability is mostly dependent
on the separation between the groups that are closer together (McLachlan
[23, pp. 93]). A known index that does not suffer from this problem is
min D2ij , the smallest sample Mahalanobis distance between all pairs of
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group centroids. This index is particularly useful for identifying a
manageable pool of good subsets for further analysis. Once such a pool has
been identified, the sets included can be compared according to an
appropriate (but computationally more demanding) direct measure of
prediction ability.
3.4. Example
In this section, the use of alternative indices for subset comparisons will
be illustrated with a data set collected under Project Talent and distributed
by Huberty [12]. One of the major goals of Project Talent was to estimate
‘‘the size of the manpower poll qualified for training in science, engineering,
and other professional fields’’ (Cooley and Lohnes [3, pp. 14]). In 1960,
Project Talent involved nearly 26,00 eleventh-grade American students.
The data set for current use consists of 15 response measures, collected in
1960, on a subsample of 442 students stratified with respect to gender.
According to the type institution attended in 1962, the students were
divided onto four groups:
Group 1 (G1) 89 students in a teacher college
Group 2 (G2) 75 students in a vocational school
Group 3 (G3) 78 students in a business or technical school
Group 4 (G4) 200 students in a university
The 15 responses are measures of the following student characteristics:
Cognitive
Literature information LINFO
Social Science information SINFO
English proficiency EPROF
Mathematics reasoning MRSNG
Visualization in three dimensions VTDIM
Mathematics information MINFO
Clerical-perceptual speed CPSPD
Interest
Physical science PSINT
Literary-linguistic LLINT
Business management BMINT
Computation CMINT
Skilled trade TRINT
Temperament
Sociability SOCBL
Impulsiveness IMPLS
Mature personality MATRP
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Consider a study where it is necessary to select a subset of responses in
order to describe the difference between the groups above. The traditional
approaches to this problem are based on the assumptions of multivariate
normality and homogeneity of covariance matrices across groups.
Preliminary tests (results not shown) reveal that these assumptions are not
tenable for this data. However, in practice these methods are commonly
employed even when their underlying assumptions do not hold.
Stepwise methods (both forward and backward), using the 4Xk | Sa
(or 4Xk | Sa"[Xk]) selection criterion and a stopping rule based on the 5th
percentile of the relevant distribution, suggest the following 8-variable
subset: S i=[SINFO, EPROF, MRSNG, MINFO, PSINT, LLINT,
BMINT, TRINT]. This set is also included in the three best subsets accord-
ing to the AIC, which are: Sj=Si _ [MATRP] (AICH0(S j | Sj)=16925.8),
Si (AICH0(S i | Si)=16925.9) and Sk=S j"[PSINT](AICH0(S k | Sk)=16926.3).
Suppose that in the same study it is decided to compare subsets accord-
ing to indices chosen in function of the desired importance given to
possible dimensions of group separation. In order to find and interpret
those dimensions a canonical discriminant analysis was performed on the
full set of 15 response variables (results in Tables AI through AIV in
Appendix A). The first dimension appears to be a contrast between mathe-
matics information (MINFO) and academic related interests (PSINT,
LLINT, BMINT) versus an interest in skilled trade (TRINT). This dimen-
sion may be interpreted as an overall measure of academic orientation.
The second dimension is essentially a contrast between mathematical
reasoning (MRSNG) and English proficiency (EPROF) and appears to
measure differences between quantitative and verbal abilities. In this
problem all group differences seem to be fully explained by two dimensions
of separation.
If the primary interest of the study was to compare student groups
according to academic orientation, the most appropriate index for variable
selection would be \^21 . However, if group differences related to different types
of skills (verbal versus quantitative) were considered equally important, a
better index would be !22d=( \^
2
1+\^
2
2)2, a two-dimensional version of !
2.
Any particular reason for using indices that consider a possible third
dimension of separation measured by \^23 does not seem to exist. Figure 1
shows the evolution of the maximum values for \^21 , !
2
2d , and {
2 as a func-
tion of the number of variables by subset (q). The evolution of {2 was
included because, as noted before, this index is closely related to selection
methods based on additional information tests and on the AIC. Tables AV
through AVII in Appendix A show the best two subsets according to \^21 ,
!22d , and {
2, for q8.
Figure 1 shows that \^21 increases steadily as q goes from 3 to 8 and
stabilizes for q9. This finding suggests that 8- or 9-variable subsets
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FIG. 1. (a) Multivariate indices for best subsets (talent data). (b) Variation of multi-
variate indices (talent data).
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may be sufficient to explain the group differences related to academic
orientation. Although this result seems consistent with the recom-
mendations suggested by methods based on stepwise strategies or on the
AIC, the best subsets according to \^21 do not coincide with the sets
suggested by these methods. In particular, the best 8-variable subset
according to \^21 (Sl) differs from S i in the variables SINFO,
MRSNG (excluded from Sl) and CMINT, MATRP (included in Sl), while
the best 9-variable subset (Sm) replaces MRSNG in S j by CMINT.
Furthermore, for q9 CMINT is included in all the best two subsets
according to \^21 , such suggests that interest in computation may be an
important factor for explaining group differences related to academic
orientation.
The evolution of the maximum of !22d suggests that it may be necessary
to use as much as 13 variables to fully explain the group differences along
two dimensions. The best 13-variable subset according to !22d is Sn=S1"
[SOCBL, IMPLS] (where, as previously, S1 denotes the full set compris-
ing all 15 variables). On the other hand, the {2 index, although increasing
at successively reduced rates, does not seem to stabilize for q<14.
However, the best 14-variable subset according to {2, So=S1"[SOCBL]
includes IMPLS, a variable that does not seem to contribute to any real
dimension of group separation.
In a study where the primary objective is to predict the type of institu-
tion that will be attended by current high school students, a more
appropriate criterion for ordering subsets would be min D2ij . The best sub-
sets of each size according to min D2ij (see Table AVIII in Appendix A) differ
substantially from the sets suggested by the previous criteria. For instances,
for q=9 the best subset (Sp) according to min D2ij differs from S j in the
variables LINFO, VTDIM, IMPLS (included in Sp but not in Sj) and
MATRP, PSINT, BMINT (included in Sj but not in Sp). Furthermore, for
q8 the variable VTDIM (visualization in three dimensions) is always
included in the best two subsets according to min D2ij . Therefore, this
variable appears to be particularly important for distinguishing groups
with similar characteristics.
In this example, the analysis of subset orderings according to \^21 and !
2
2d
gave new insights that traditional methods, which implicitly assumed the {2
index, were not able to detect. In particular, the analysis based on \^21
revealed the importance of some previously disregarded variables (namely
CMINT) for group differences related to academic orientation. The
analysis based on !22d suggested that two variables (SOCBL, IMPLS) could
be safely discarded from any analysis describing group differences. Finally,
the analysis of subset orderings according to min D2ij suggested that in
prediction problems the sets of selected variables should be different from
those used for description.
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4. ALL-SUBSETS ALGORITHMS FOR MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
4.1. Adapting Leaps and Bounds
In order to show that Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm can be applied to
subset comparisons based on criteria derived from U or V, we first notice
that, for hypotheses (3.2), all three matrices H, E, and T satisfy condi-
tion (2A) and when a variable Xk is removed from a subset Sb , the values
of U and V can never increase. Then it suffices to show that these statistics
can be expressed as sums of quadratic forms Q(i)( } ). Let ri=1 %ih ih$i denote
the spectral decomposition of H. Then U can be expressed alternatively as
U=tr HT&1=tr[(ri=1 % ihih$i) T
&1]=ri=1 (- %i hi)$ T&1(- %i hi) where
%i denotes the i th eigenvalue of H and hi the corresponding normalized
eigenvector. Thus, the adaptation of Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm
simply requires an evaluation of the sums ri=1 Q
(i)( } ) based on the matrix
MS1S1=T, and vectors v
(i)
S1 =- %i hi . Using a similar argument, subset com-
parisons based on criteria derived from V=tr HE&1 can be made if MS1S1
and v (i)S1 are defined as E and - %i hi .
Consider now a problem where r=2. Then, after solving the known rela-
tions 4=>ri=1 (1&\^
2
i ), U=
r
i=1 \^
2
i for \^
2
1 and \^
2
2 (see Appendix B), it
follows that the \^2i ’s can be computed by Eq. (4.1). If r=3, and the relation
V=ri=1 ( \^
2
i (1&\^
2
i )) is added to the previous two, after some algebra
(see Appendix B), it follows that \^21 , \^
2
2 , and \^
2
3 are the three solutions of
Eq. (4.2). As the repeated evaluation of all the U, V, and 4 statistics can
be based on Furnival’s strategy, and none of the \^2i ’s can increase with the
removal of variables, it follows that for r3, Furnival and Wilson’s algo-
rithm can be readily adapted to any all-subsets comparison procedure
based on a nondecreasing function of the sample canonical correlations.
r=2 O \^2i =
1
2(U\- U 2&4(U+4&1)) (4.1)
r=3 O ( \^2i )
3&U( \^2i )
2+[2U&3+4(V+3)]( \^2i )+2&U&4(V+2)
=0 (4.2)
In two-groups DA problems, Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm can be
easily adapted to the maximization of parametric estimates of prediction
ability, which among subsets of the same size are monotone functions of
D2. The details concerning this adaptation are described in Duarte Silva
[6]. For DA problems involving more than two groups (k>2) Furnival
and Wilson’s algorithm can also be adapted for subsets comparisons based
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on min D2ij . For this purpose, MS1S1 should be defined as the sample within
groups covariance matrix, and one vS1 vector should be created for each of
the C k2 differences in sample group centroids.
4.2. Computational Effort
The evaluation of the computational effort required by all-subsets com-
parison algorithms is usually based on the number floating point opera-
tions performed. In the case of the algorithms discussed in this article the
following three questions are particularly relevant: (i) What is the effort
required by algorithms based on Furnival’s (or McCabe’s) exhaustive
evaluation of all quadratic forms Q( } ) andor determinants D( } )? (ii) What
are the computational savings when an exhaustive search is replaced by
Furnival and Wilson implicit enumeration algorithm? (iii) What is the
effort required to convert quadratic forms and determinants to appropriate
comparison criteria?
For question (i) exact answers can be found. In effect, Furnival’s algo-
rithm consists of a succession of symmetric sweeps on portions of
( p+1)* ( p+1) matrices MV( } ), or p*p matrices MD( } ) with 2 p&t&1
different sweeps involving t additional variables (t=0, ..., p&1). As the
number of floating point operations required by each sweep is a quadratic
function on t, the evaluation of the computational effort for the different
versions of Furnival’s algorithm can be made with the help of the known
results on the summations  p&1t=0 2
&t,  p&1t=0 t2
&t,  p&1t=0 t
22&t presented in
(5.1)(5.3).
:
p&1
t=0
2&t=2&(12) p&1 (5.1)
:
p&1
t=0
t2&t=2&(12) p&1 ( p+1) (5.2)
:
p&1
t=0
t22&t=6&(12) p&1 p2&(12) p&2 p&3(12) p&1. (5.3)
In particular, each sweep of the appropriate t rows of an MV( } ) matrix
requires t(t+3)2=12(t2+3t) operations. For the evaluation of a single
quadratic form, Q( } ), it is necessary to sweep one additional row
(associated wit the vSa vector) and update the p+1, p+1 element of
MV(Sa). This last step requires t+2 additional operations. As pointed out
by Furnival and Wilson [9], after summing over all the 2 p&1 different
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sweeps, it follows that the total number of floating point operations is of
the order 6(2 p). When Furnival’s algorithm is applied to the evaluation of
the U or V statistics, a similar procedure is employed, with the difference
that in the last step there are r additional rows (one for each eigenvector
of H) to update. For the evaluation of min D2ij in k-group DA problems,
the last step requires the update of C k2 different rows. In the adaptation of
Furnival’s algorithm to the evaluation of Wilks 4 statistic, at each sweep
two different MD( } ) matrices (based respectively on E and T) have to be
updated. In the last step the new value of 4 can be found as the product
of its previous value and the ratio of the pivot elements of the updated
matrices. This last step requires two additional operations. In the adapta-
tion of Furnival’s algorithm to the simultaneous evaluation of 4 and U,
after 4 is reevaluated there are r additional rows that need to be updated.
Finally, in the adaptation of Furnival’s algorithm to the simultaneous
evaluation of 4, U, and V, after updating 4 there are 2r additional rows
to update. The number of floating point operations required by the dif-
ferent versions of the Furnival algorithm described in this article are
presented in Table I.
As shown in Table I, the average number of floating point operations per
subset approaches a constant that according to the quantities evaluated,
varies between 6 (a single quadratic form) and 3+3r (the U or V
statistics), 3+3C k2(min D
2
ij), or 26 (all the U, V, and 4 statistics in a multi-
variate problem where r=3).
Question (ii) cannot be answered exactly because the portion of Furnival
and Wilson’s search tree that can be pruned is dependent on the configura-
tion of the sample data. In particular, when different sets of variables have
TABLE I
Computational Effort Required by Exhaustive Comparison Procedures Based on
Furnival Algorithm
Number of floating point Number of floating point
operations (per sweep) operations (total)
Q( } ) (t2+5t+4)2 6(2 p)&(12) p2&(72) p&6
4 t2+3t+2 8(2 p)& p2&5p&8
U6 V [t2+(3+2r) t+4r]2 (3+3r)(2 p)&(12) p2&(52+r) p&(3+3r)
47 U
(r=2) t2+5t+6 14(2 p)& p2&7p&14
4 7 U 7 V
(r=3) t2+9t+14 26(2 p)& p2&11p&26
Min(D2ij) [t
2+(3+2C k2) t+4C
k
2]2 (3+3C
k
2)(2
p)&(12) p2
&(52+C k2) p&(3+3C
k
2)
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highly different impacts over the comparison criterion, C( } ), it is relatively
easy to identify ‘‘the best’’ subsets early on, and large parcels of the search
tree can be pruned. On the other hand, when all the variables have similar
contributions to C( } ) it is more difficult to eliminate subsets and the com-
putational savings tends to be smaller. In spite of this difficulty, a rough
idea of the computational burden for some typical and worst case scenarios
can be given based on simulation experiments. For instance, Furnival and
Wilson [9] report that in a series of trials to find the 10 best subsets for
each size, in regression models, the number of operations performed was
equal to 3,764 ( p=10), 123,412 ( p=20), 3,934,714 ( p=30) and
11,614,024 ( p=35). These figures correspond to 62.18, 1.19, 0.06 and
0.0050 of the number of operations that would be required to compare all
subsets using Furnival’s algorithm.
Duarte Silva [6] in a series of experiments to identify the 20 best subsets
according to McLachlan [22, 23 pp. 368] hit rate estimate in two-group
DA, reports numbers of operations in the range 36194494 ( p=10), 117,
143557,660 ( p=20) and 7,462,25857,380,009 ( p=30) which correspond
respectively to 61740 ( p=10), 1.868.860 ( p=20), and 0.150.890
( p=30) of the effort that would be required by Furnival’s algorithm.
Duarte Silva experiments refer to worst case scenarios where all variables
were generated from populations where they had equal discriminatory
power. A few trials with other procedures revealed efforts of similar orders
of magnitude. In particular, for p30, comparison procedures based on
Furnival and Wilson’s algorithm are typically faster than procedures based
on Furnival’s algorithm, at least by a factor of 100, and as p grows this
factor quickly becomes larger than 1000.
All the analysis presented in the previous paragraphs, considered only
the number of operations involved in the computation of either the
statistics 4, U, and V or several quadratic forms, Q(i)( } ), based on a
common symmetric matrix MS1S1 . When the comparison criterion is
a monotone function of the usual statistics, automatic subset compa-
risons can be made directly from the values of the original statistics, and
no major additional effort is required. Even if the final results are presented
in terms of the appropriate indices (in order to facilitate their inter-
pretation), their computation is only required for the subsets selected for
further analysis and does not create any substantial computational burden.
For k-group DA problems, the determination of the smallest Mahalanobis
distance does not increase substantially the computational effort since it
only requires comparisons between real numbers which are relatively
cheap.
When r=2, the computation of \^21 and \^
2
2 by (4.1), requires five addition
type operations, one integer multiplication, three floating point operations,
and the extraction of a square root.
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When r=3, the computation of any of the \^2i ’s, requires solving the
third-degree Eq. (4.2). In our current implementation, (4.2) is solved by
the NewtonRaphson method. Noticing the left-hand side of (4.2) defines
a function with general form f (x)=x3+ax2+bx+c which has a local
maximum, x1= 13(&a&- a2&3b), and a local minimum, x2= 13(&a+
- a2&3b), satisfying 0\^23x1\^22x2\^211 (see Fig. 2), Eq. (4.2)
can be solved efficiently. For instance, from the quadratic approximation to
the restriction of f (x) on [x2 , 1], based on a Taylor series expansion of
f (x) around x2 it is possible to find analytically a close approximation to
\^21 that may be used as starting point of the NewtonRaphson method. The
initial approximations to \^22 and \^
2
3 are based on linear interpolations
between x1 and x2 (for \^22) and 0 and xl (for \^
2
3). We have also tried linear
interpolations between x2 and 1 to approximate \^21 , and approximations to
\^22 and \^
2
3 based on second order Taylor series expansions around x1 and
x2 , but the resulting approximations were usually further apart from the
\^2i ’s than the approximations we adopted. In our experience, after six or
seven iterations of the NewtonRaphson method, the values of the \^2i ’s can
usually be found with an accuracy of at least eight decimal places. Further-
more, for common C( } ), it is often possible to skip the actual computation
of the \^2i ’s for many ‘‘uninteresting’’ subsets. For instances, when C( } )=\^
2
1 ,
most of effort can be saved by recognizing that the initial approximation
to \^21 is also an upper bound for its true value (because the third derivative
of f (x) is positive, see Fig. 2). Therefore, when the value given by this
FIG. 2. Example of cubic function defined by (4.2).
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approximation is not high enough for a subset to be selected, the subset
under analysis can be immediately dropped out.
In our experience with the procedures described in this article, we have
found that on-line analysis (roughly, analysis that do not exceed 5 minutes
of computer time) of all-possible subsets, can usually be done as long as
p is not considerably larger than 30. For batch analysis not exceeding
48 h of computer time, the maximum allowable p can get close to 50.
However, if the data configuration is particularly favorable, even larger
data sets can still be analyzed. All these figures were obtained using the
SubSet Comparisons for Multivariate Analysis (SSCMA) software (described
in Section 4.3) running on a Pentium II Computer at 350 MHz with
64 Mbyte of RAM. Obviously, the above figures should be interpreted only
as rough estimates, since the true limit on p depends on many factors such
as the type of computer used, analysis performed, criteria chosen and data
configuration. When this limit is exceeded, reasonable alternatives might be
to use judgement based on substantive knowledge, or stepwise selection
methods to reduce the number of candidate variables to a manageable size,
and then employ an all-subsets comparison procedure.
4.3. Computer Implementation: The SSCMA Software
All the algorithms described in this article were implemented in a free-
domain software called SubSet Comparisons for Multivariate Analysis
(SSCMA). The SSCMA software was written in C++, compiled with
the Borland 4.5 compiler and runs under the DOS operating system.
SSCMA considers three types of problem formulations: Discriminant
Analysis, Canonical Correlation Analysis and General Linear Hypothesis
formulations. The input is supplied through ASCII files in a format
adapted to the problem type considered. The output of SSCMA consists on
a list of the ‘‘best’’ m subsets (m chosen by the user) of each size
according the comparison criterion chosen. If requested, SSCMA also
provides a list of the best subsets according to the Akaike Information
Criterion (AICH0(S a | Sa)). The comparison criteria available under SSCMA
are multivariate indices that measure the group separation or the
prediction power provided by linear discriminant functions (discriminant
analysis problems), the association between the selected subsets and a
fixed set of related variables (classical canonical correlation analysis)
or the magnitude of a multivariate effect specified by the user (general
linear hypothesis formulations). SSCMA and its documentation can
be freely downloaded from the internet at the following address:
http:porto.ucp.ptpsilva.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The traditional practice of variable selection by stepwise procedures has
been criticized on several grounds by many authors. One of the most
serious problems of these approaches, is the fact that they often fail to
recognize that each variable importance for a given analysis, is influenced
by the final set of selected variables. This problem can be avoided by proce-
dures that compare all possible subsets of candidate variables. However,
given the fast exponential increase in the number of alternative subsets, this
approach can lead to serious computational difficulties. Fortunately, exist-
ing algorithms of all-subset comparisons in regression analysis, can also be
adapted for multivariate analysis. Thus, for a moderate number of
candidate variables, there is no compelling reason for using stepwise
methods of variable selection. Furthermore, methods for all-subset com-
parisons in multivariate analysis can employ alternative criteria, according
to the desired balance given to the several dimensions describing multi-
variate effects. We recommend that rather than selecting ‘‘the best’’ subset
according to a particular criterion, the analyst should look at several sub-
sets ordered by different criteria and use his own substantive knowledge
about the problem domain in order to arrive at a final selection that, in our
view, always needs to incorporate some degree of subjective judgment.
Finally, it should be remarked that in multivariate analysis as in other
statistical methodologies, any data-based variable selection procedure
introduces some amount of ‘‘selection-bias’’ that should not be ignored in
the latter stages of the analysis.
APPENDIX A
Canonical Discriminant Analysis of Talent Data
TABLE AI
Eigenvalues
Canonical
Function Eigenvalue 0 of variance Cumulative 0 correlation
1 0.587 84.9 84.9 0.608
1 0.082 11.9 96.8 0.274
3 0.022 3.2 100.0 0.148
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TABLE AII
Tests of Dimensionality
Test of
function(s) Wilks’ lambda Chi-square df Sig.
1 through 3 0.570 242.826 45 0.000
2 through 3 0.904 43.611 28 0.030
3 0.978 9.566 13 0.729
TABLE AIII
Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients and Structure Correlations
1st function 2nd function 3rd function
Coef. Corr. Coef. Corr. Coef. Corr.
LINFO &0.123 0.459 0.417 0.193 &0.316 &0.496
SINFO 0.255 0.502 &0.246 0.077 &0.456 &0.534
EPROF &0.283 0.269 &0.683 &0.073 &0.161 &0.204
MRSNG 0.014 0.230 0.759 0.715 &0.438 &0.216
VTDIM &0.131 0.204 0.316 0.580 0.360 0.124
MINFO 0.700 0.678 &0.062 0.226 0.412 &0.005
CPSPD 0.093 0.076 0.293 0.196 0.167 0.230
PSINT 0.343 0.390 &0.091 0.297 0.086 0.208
LLINT 0.351 0.306 &0.033 &0.139 &0.014 0.219
BMINT 0.401 0.254 &0.061 &0.022 0.297 0.469
CMINT &0.233 0.133 &0.143 &0.087 0.074 0.382
TRINT &0.630 &0.238 0.335 0.337 0.076 0.361
SCOLB 0.042 0.140 &0.026 &0.011 0.072 0.181
IMPLS &0.020 0.072 &0.034 0.042 0.461 0.367
MATRP 0.197 0.406 0.154 0.112 0.029 &0.006
TABLE AIV
Functions at Group Centroids
Function
Groups 1 2 3
G1 &0.944 &0.205 0.206
G2 &0.718 &0.548 &0.084
G3 &0.312 &0.351 &0.258
G4 0.811 0.023 0.040
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TABLE AV
Best Two Variable Subsets of Each Size (q8) According to {2
Subset q Excluded variables {2
Si 8 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS; MATRP 0.1551
Sk 8 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; PSINT; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1549
Sj 9 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1590
9 LINFO; SINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1582
10 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1628
10 LINFO; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1616
11 LINFO; VTDIM; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1649
11 LINFO; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1649
12 CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1673
12 LINFO; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1672
Sn 13 SOCBL; IMPLS 0.1696
13 CPSPD; SOCBL 0.1686
So 14 SOCBL 0.1709
14 IMPLS 0.1698
S1 15 0.1710
TABLE AVI
Best Two Variable Subsets of Each Size (q8) According to \^21
Subset q Excluded variables \^21
Sl 8 LINFO; SINFO; MRSNG; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3595
8 LINFO; MRSNG; VTDIM; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3580
Sm 9 LINFO; MRSNG; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3644
9 LINFO; SINFO; MRSNG; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3613
10 LINFO; MRSNG; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3661
10 MRSNG; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3657
11 MRSNG; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3678
11 LINFO; MRSNG; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3678
12 MRSNG; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.3694
12 MRSNG; CPSPD; IMPLS 0.3682
13 MRSNG; IMPLS 0.3697
13 MRSNG; SOCBL 0.3694
14 MRSNG 0.3698
14 IMPLS 0.3697
S1 15 0.3698
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TABLE AVII
Best Two Variable Subsets of Each Size (q8) According to !22d
Subset q Excluded variables !22d
8 LINFO; SINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL;
IMPLS
0.2057
Si 8 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; PSINT; CMINT; SOCBL;
IMPLS
0.2047
9 LINFO; SINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2106
Sj 9 LINFO; VTDIM; CPSPD; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2094
10 LINFO; SINFO; VTDIM; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2138
10 LINFO; SINFO; CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2135
11 LINFO; VTDIM; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2168
11 LINFO; SINFO; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2163
12 VTDIM; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2195
12 CPSPD; SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2195
Sn 13 SOCBL; IMPLS 0.2226
13 VTDIM; IMPLS 0.2198
14 IMPLS 0.2227
So 14 SOCBL 0.2226
S1 15 0.2228
TABLE AVIII
Best Two Variable Subsets of Each Size (q8) According to min D2ij
Subset q Excluded variables Min D2ij GiGj
8 LINFO; MINFO; CPSPD; PSINT; CMINT; BMINT;
SOCBL
0.5571 G1G3
8 LINFO; CPSPD. PSINT; CMINT; SOCBL; IMPLS;
MATRP
0.5563 G1G2
Sp 9 CPSPD; PSINT; CMINT; BMINT; SOCBL; MATRP 0.5923 G1G3
9 LINFO; CPSPD; PSINT; BMINT; SOCBL; MATRP 0.5836 G1G2
10 CPSPD; CMINT; BMINT; SOCBL; MATRP 0.6087 G1G3
10 LINFO; CPSPD; PSINT; BMINT; SOCBL 0.6014 G1G3
11 CPSPD; BMINT; SOCBL; MATRP 0.6185 G1G3
11 CPSPD; CMINT; BMINT; SOCBL 0.6133 G1G3
12 LINFO; BMINT; SOCBL 0.6281 G1G3
12 CPSPD; SOCBL; MATRP 0.6266 G1G3
13 LINFO; SOCBL 0.6361 G1G3
13 CPSPD; SOCBL 0.6332 G1G3
So 14 SOCBL 0.6361 G1G3
14 LINFO 0.6361 G1G3
S1 15 0.6361 G1G3
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APPENDIX B
It is well known that the 4, U, and V statistics can be expressed as func-
tions of the eigenvalues of HT&1(1i), ET&1 ($ i=1&l i) and HE&1 (*i=
li (1&l i)), by the fundamental relations (B1B3), where r equals the rank
of H.
4= ‘
r
i=1
$i (B1); U= :
r
i=1
1i (B2); V= :
r
i=1
*i (B3)
Here we will work the other way around, showing how when r3, all
the relevant eigenvalues can be derived from the values of 4, U, and V. As
all the three sets of eigenvalues are related to each other, it suffices to show
how one set can be derived. The eigenvalues of HT&1 are particularly
important, because they equal sample squared canonical correlations
(1i=\^2i ) associated with the ‘‘effect’’ under study.
When r=1 the problem is trivial. In this case, it follows immediately
from (B1B3) that $1=4, 11=U, and *1=V.
When r=2, there are two relevant eigenvalues in each set, and thus we
need two equations. Using the expressions relating the values of 4 and U
with the li ’s we get the system (B4B5).
4=(1&l1)(1&l2) (B4)
U=l1+l2 (B5)
Solving (B4B5) for l1 and l2 , we get:
l1 =
U+- U2&4(U+4&1)
2
l2=
U&- U2&4(U+4&1)
2
When r=3, there are three relevant eigenvalues in each set. Expressing
the relations (B1B3) in terms of the $i ’s we get the system (B6B8).
4=$1$2 $3 (B6)
U=3&$1&$2&$3 (B7)
V=[(1&$1)$1]+[(1&$2)$2]+[(1&$3)$3] (B8)
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Solving (B7) for $3 , replacing its value in (B6), solving (B6) for $2 , and
replacing $2 in (B7), we get:
$2 =A2&B (B9)
$3=A2+B (B10)
where A=3&U&$1 and B=- (A24)&(4$1).
Multiplying (B6) by (B8), replacing $2 and $3 in the resulting equation,
and simplifying, we get:
[&(34) A2+A+3B2] $1+A24&B2&4V=0 (B11)
Replacing A and B in (B11) and simplifying gives:
&$31+(3&U) $
2
1&4(V+3) $1+4=0. (B12)
Finally, noticing that $1=1&l1 , we get:
l31&Ul
2
1+[2U&3+4(V+3)] l1+2&U+4(V+2)=0 (B13)
and the first sample squared canonical correlation is the greatest root of
(B13).
To show that the other two sample correlations are the remaining roots
we just need to notice that the expressions for (B6B8) are symmetric in
terms of $1 , $2 , and $3 . Thus, if these equations were first solved for $1 and
$3 (or $1 and $2) we would arrive at an equation with the same form as
(B13) but expressed in terms of l2 (or l3).
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